vOTER DISENFRANCHISEMENT IT'S OFFICIAL!! TENS OF
THOUSANDS OF MINORITY VOTERS WERE SHUT OUT ON
ELECTION DAY!!
"In all, some 200,000 Floridians were either not
permitted to vote on Election Day or had their ballots
discarded and not counted. A large and
disproportionate number were black..."
---The Nation, 4/12/01
(http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20010430&s
=lantigua)
OFFICIAL:FLORIDA DISENFRANCHISED MINORITY VOTERS
(http://www.cnn.com/2001/ALLPOLITICS/03/09/florid
a.election/index.html)
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mary Frances Berry,
Chairwoman: "Voting is the language of our
democracy," Berry said. "And, regrettably, when it
mattered most on Election Day, real people lost real
opportunities to speak truth to power at the ballot box.
This must never occur again if we can do anything to
stop it."
Join with other activists who are organizing and taking
action to make sure these atrocities never happen
again and the people who are responsible are held
accountable!!
BREAKING NEWS: The Calling, a new PBS series will
feature Gregory Palast. Palast is well known for his
examination of Florida's voter purge and other voting
irregularities in great detail. For more information, visit
our website: http://www.legitgov.org today!

LOCAL ACTIVISTS WANTED:
Contactus@legitgov.org

Join Today!
www.legitgov.org
*Charter*
Citizens For Legitimate GovernmentTM grew out
of other politically activist internet groups.
Once it became probable that GW Bush would
be the supposed "legal"--though, in terms of
democratic standards, by no means legitimate-president of the United States, we began to
focus on strategies for countering the attempt
on the part of the administration, in
conjunction with the media, to create the
appearance of legitimacy.
It is our belief that GW Bush has taken office by
"virtue" of a contingency of GOPers who
worked to ensure him, by various means
(propaganda, obstruction of justice, voter and
vote-counting intimidation, legal delay,
specious and biased legal reasoning) the U.S.
presidency, as against the will of the people.
We are an activist group established to expose
the Bush coup d'etat, making him utterly
ineffectual as a putative leader. This effort
involves opposing his cabinet choices when
appropriate (i.e., in all cases), making
spectacular political announcements that
remind the public that our president was not
elected, supporting and contributing to the
voter marches, supporting and contributing to
the efforts to investigate fraudulent voting and
non-counting practices in Florida, and much,
much more.
We invite new members.

